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OFF-ROAD 4×4 ATV TOURS IN KAUAI, HAWAII












View our tours













GENUINE ALOHA, RICH HISTORY, TROPICAL ADVENTURE

Guests return to our Hawaii tours year after year because of our enthusiastic dedication to high standards of quality and service. Explore the beautiful scenery of Kipu Ranch in Kauai behind the wheel of our top of the line Kawasaki Teryx4 and MulePro FXT off-road machines! We also cater to private groups, families, companies, and incentive groups. Learn more about our tour options below and book your tour online today!
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$187


	








Tuesday - Friday


	





Ages 9+


	





3.5 hours










Waterfall Triple Trail Expedition





Previously known as our VIP Tour! Our Waterfall Triple Trail Expedition holds nothing back- explore all three trail systems in one off-road tour. Operate top-of-the-line, ultra-smooth suspension vehicles and traverse the outdoors of Kauai.
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Learn More
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Tuesday - Friday


	





Ages 9+


	





3.5 hours










Ultimate Kauai Off-Road Ranch Tour





Our signature tour! Join us for a beautiful and breathtaking off-road scenic tour through Kipu Ranch’s lush green pastures, tropical Huleia Valley, and ascend from under the canopy of the rainforest to the breathtaking backdrop of Mt. Haupu.
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WHY CHOOSE KIPU RANCH ADVENTURES?




Kipu Ranch Adventures offers guided 4×4 off-road UTV tours along the historic Kipu Ranch, a 3,000-acre privately-owned cattle ranch located on the lush island of Kauai. Our Kauai UTV excursions are great for an exciting and memorable visit to the island. Established in 1872, Kipu Ranch is loaded with rich history. Our tours enable visitors and residents alike to discover the garden islands history, ecology, and Hawaiian legends that make activities at Kipu Ranch so unique.

Since 1999, Kipu Ranch Adventures is proud to be one of the top eco-tours in Hawaii. Named “2019 Sustainable Tour Operator of the Year” by the Sustainable Tourism Association of Hawaii. Our knowledgeable, versatile, and safety-conscious Kauai tour guides are the stars of our company. In fact, they inspire thousands of guest comments, letters of appreciation, and return visitors. Our Hawaii UTV tours create memories to last a lifetime. Book your Kauai UTV tour with Kipu Ranch Adventures today!
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OVER 5,000 ADVENTURERS RATE US 5-STARS ON TRIPADVISOR!★★★★★















Great Tour & ATV Ride






Visited Kipu Ranch and did the 3-hour tour with my husband and 11-year-old daughter. We had a blast and very much enjoyed the stories told by our guide, Justin, whenever we stopped along the tour. I would recommend this to anyone, very safe and fun if you follow directions. The banana bread as a snack was homemade and amazing!!

– Jandrrudloff










Awesome Kauai Adventure






Troy and Giggles were our guides and did an excellent job of showing the group how to drive the UTVs properly over the terrain. They shared some Hawaiian history and pointed out famous movie scenes that were filmed on the ranch, we were also treated to some great views of the island that you wouldn't otherwise see!

– candy135










Fun Way to Tour Kipu Ranch






What a way to check out the private ranch where a couple of movies were shot. Our tour guides were very informative and funny. The test drive session they gave made us comfortable with the ATVs, which were well maintained and took on the most rugged surfaces with ease. The locations were beautiful!

– Karthi360










Tour Guides Were Amazing!






We LOVED our waterfall tour with Kipu Ranch! Our tour guides were amazing! Loved the stories about the ranch, the movies made there, and the history of the island. Tons of drive time and great trails. Our six person atv was perfect for our family of five! We did this on the last day of our trip and it was the perfect way to finish the trip!

– Jenny Wilde
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CONTACT US









808-246-9288


[email protected]


235 Kipu Rd, Lihue, HI 96766
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SERVICE AREA




Kipu Ranch Adventures offers ATV Tours on the island of Kauai, and is conveniently located approximately 7 miles (20 minutes) from the Lihue Airport.
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We recognize the proper use of the Hawaiian language including the ‘okina [‘], a consonant, and the kahakō [ō] or macron (e.g., in place names of Hawai‘i such as Līhuʻe). However, these have been omitted from this website for the best online experience for our visitors. We realize the importance and use them outside of the online platform.

















Privacy & Cookie Statement 






















